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Transport through the interface between a semiconducting carbon nanotube and a metal electrod
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We report a numerical study of the tunnel conductance through the Schottky barrier at the contact between
a semiconducting carbon nanotube and a metal electrode. In a planar gate model the asymmetry between the
p-doped and then-doped region is shown to depend mainly on the difference between the electrode Fermi level
and the band gap of carbon nanotubes. We quantitatively show how the gate/nanotube distance is important to
get large on-off ratios. We explain the bend of the current versus gate voltage as the transition from a
thermal-activation region to a tunneling region. A good agreement is obtained with experimental results for
carbon nanotubes field-effect transistors.
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Recently, we have reported logic circuits with carb
nanotube transistors.1 Single-wall carbon nanotubes~CN’s!
are novel quantum wires consisting of tubular graph
sheets,2 which can be synthesized in structures;1 nm in
diameter and microns long.3,4 The one-dimensional (1d) na-
ture of CN’s requires careful analysis with respect to
screening and the band bending near the contact to the
trode. The purpose of this study is to calculate the transm
sion probability through the Schottky barrier at the interfa
between a semiconducting CN and a metal electrode an
compare it with the experiments.

The contact between metal electrodes and CN’s has b
studied theoretically before.5–15The transmission at a conta
has been evaluated byab initio calculation5–7 as well as by
using simple models.8–10 Using the latter, it has been show
that the charge transfer in CN’s is dramatically different th
in 2d or 3d systems and that this strongly modifies the ba
bending near the contact.10,11 The band bending varie
slowly with a logarithmic dependence on the distance i
coaxial gate model where the gate electrode is a cylin
surrounding the CN.10,11 The variation in distance depend
on the gate voltage, but is on the order of the radius of
cylinder. For the same reason,p-n junctions of 1d CN’s
have been shown to behave differently than conventionalp-n
junctions.12

Experiments on samples with semiconducting tubes
ing as field-effect transistors have been reported pr
ously.16,17 The Schottky barrier was studied by transpor18

and scanning probe experiments.19 Typically, an oxidized Si
wafer was used as the gate. The distance between the
and the CN typically was long, on the order of the C
length. Transconductance measurements showed tha
tubes werep doped, and that the capacitive coupling betwe
the CN and the gate was too weak ton dope the CN. Re-
cently, various groups have improved the sample device
have reported strong doping fromn to p type by using a very
close gate of oxidized Al,1 large diameter nanotubes,20,21 or
annealed nanotubes.22,23

In the present work, we report calculation of the condu
tance as a function of the gate voltage in a semiconduc
nanotube. We compare this with experimental data. T
sample layout is characterized by a planar gate that lies
close to the CN. The gate thus strongly screens the Coul
interaction between the electrons in the CN. We compare
0163-1829/2002/66~7!/073307~4!/$20.00 66 0733
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measurements with a semiclassical model based on Pois
equation. Our method of calculation is similar to that in R
11, but our model incorporates a planar gate and a CN c
necting strongly to a bulk electrode, instead of the coax
gate,10,11 1d electrode,7 or weakly contacted CN at the
interface.5,6,8,9By using this realistic model, we evaluate th
current versus gate voltage and compare that quantitati
to the real device. A good match is obtained. The numer
results of our calculation are shown in detail. Finally, w
discuss how we can improve the device in order to get be
transistors characteristics by changing the material and
geometry of the device.

In our devices, the gate consists of a microfabricated
wire with a well-insulating native Al2O3 layer, which lies
beneath a semiconducting CN that is electrically contacte
two Au electrodes on CN. In this configuration, the Al2O3
layer of a few nm thickness is much shorter than the sep
tion between the contact electrodes (;100 nm). Capaci-
tance measurements on two large Al films separated by
same aluminum oxide layer gives a thickness of 2 n
whereas ellipsometry measurements give a value of arou
nm. Figures 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c! show measurements of th
current as a function of the gate voltage for three differ
samples. The bias voltage isV55 mV and the measure
ments are done in vacuum and at room temperature. St
doping fromp to n is achieved for all samples. Interestingl
an asymmetry is observed. There are some sample de
dences: We can see a smaller on-off ratio of 104 in Figs. 1~b!
and 1~c!, compared to the large on-off ratio 105 in Fig. 1~a!.
The asymmetry of Fig. 1~a! is stronger than Fig. 1~c!. The
current in the valence band is gradually decreasing and
rapidly decreasing in Fig. 1~a!, but the decrease is slower i
Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. We will fit these experimental data b
numerical calculations based on our model and explain h
these sample dependence can be understood from our m

We assume an end-bonded contact model in the calc
tion, which means that the electrons tunnel in the end of
tube from the metal contact. Indeed, Bockrathet al. have
shown that the CN is cut into segments when the electrod
patterned on top of the CN and that transport involves t
neling into the ends of the nanotube.24 We used a planar-gat
model as shown in Fig. 1~d!. A CN is surrounded by dielec
tric material of dielectric constantk55, with a distanceRs
from the gate. The Poisson equation relates the poten
f(y) at the surface of CN to the 1d charge densityr(y) in
the CN and the potentialC(y) of the gate,
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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fq5fq
(r)1fq

(g) , ~1!

fq
(r)5Uqrq , ~2!

fq
(g)5MqCq , ~3!

with the Fourier transformationfq andCq of the potentials
f(y) andC(y), respectively, and

Uq5
2

k
$I 0~qR!K0~qR!2K0~2qRs!%, ~4!

Mq5exp@2uquRs#, ~5!

whereI 0 andK0 are the modified Bessel functions. The fir
term of the kernel Eq.~4! describes the self-capacitanc
within the tube. The second term is the term of mutual
pacitance, i.e., the Coulomb potential due to the charge
the gate, which is induced by the charge on the CN. T
analytic expression is a good approximation for the caseRs
@R. In calculation of the mutual term, we approximate
presume the CN to be a wire, instead of taking into acco
the dependence onz of the charge density and the potentialf
on the surface of CN. Furthermore, the interface between
insulator and vacuum in the experiment is ignored in
model. We can neglect the correction of an image charg
the insulator at the opposite side of CN in the secondterm
Eq. ~4!, because it is shown in the calculation that the sec
term is much smaller than the first term.

In equilibrium, the charge density is related to the ene
Ē0(y)5E0(y)2EF of the charge neutrality levelE0 of the
CN measured from the Fermi levelEF . We obtain

r~y!5r0~y!1
8pR

A3a2
eS D0Ē0~y!e2y/d1

f

k D sgn~y!, ~6!

with the lattice constanta, the pinning strengthD0, an effec-

FIG. 1. ~a!–~c! ExperimentalI (Vg) data for three typical nanotube tran
sistors. The experimental results are shown by dashed lines. The re
from the calculation are shown by solid lines.~d! Model of the semi-infinite
planar gate atz50 andy.0. The source~or drain! electrode is an infinite
plane aty50.
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tive decay constantd of the surface states that equals abou
nm,13 the doping fractionf ~the number of doped charg
carriers per atom of the CN!,12 and

r0~y!5eE den~e!sgn~e!F@$e2Ē0~y!%sgn~e!#, ~7!

where F(e)51/@exp(e/kBT)11# is the Fermi distribution
function. Equation~7! is valid if Ē0(y) varies slowly on the
scale of the Fermi wavelength.

The density of statesn in semiconducting CNs is given
by,25

n~e!5
4

p (
n

ueu/g

Ae22~gkn!2
u~ ueu2ugknu!, ~8!

with the step functionu, the discretized wave number

kn5
1

R S n2
1

3D , ~9!

the band parameterg5A3ag0/2, and the transfer integra
g0.26

Due to the conservation of the total electron energy
charge neutrality level is related to the electrostatic poten
Eq. ~1!,

Ē0~y!1ef~y!5DW, ~10!

whereDW is a constant and one of the fitting paramete
Note that, althoughDW relates to the work function differ-
ence between bias electrodes and CN’s, it strongly depe
on the surface and randomness near the contact.

We solve Eqs.~1!, ~7!, and~10! self-consistently to obtain
the potentialf(y) with a boundary conditionf(0)50. In
order to ensure the boundary condition, we use antisymm
ric sources

C~y!5Vgsgn~y! ~11!

andDWsgn(y) instead of the right-hand side of Eq.~10!. For
this purpose, image charges at the opposite side of the in
face between CN and the metallic electrode have been ad
in Eq. ~6!.

Transmission coefficients for a single barrier are cal
lated in the WKB approximation. The transmission coef
cient Tn to the states of thenth band in the CN is given by

Tn~E!5expF2E uk0uAS kn

k0
D 2

2S E2Ē0~y!

e~0!
D 2

dyG , ~12!

where the half of the band gape(0)5g/3R, the integral is
taken in the barrier, and the energyE is measured from the
Fermi energy. The calculations show that the contribution
the higher sub-bands is negligible compared with that of
lowest band, because of the effectively huge barriers
these sub-bands. For small bias voltageV, the current is
given by the Landauer formula at finite temperature by
use of the calculated potential. A correction for impuri
scattering is ignored, since the transmission probability in
CN is much larger than the tunneling probability at t
Schottky barrier. We can ignore interference within CN’s
room temperature, and the use Ohm’s law for the series
sistance of the two barriers near source and drain electro

lts
7-2
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We now calculate the transistor characteristics for the
devices. In the following numerical calculations, a number
parameters are fixed at the experimental values. The en
gap is fixed at 2e(0)50.7 eV, which is the average valu
measured on nanotubes with STM.27 By taking the experi-
mentally deduced valueg052.6 eV,26 this results in a ra-
dius R50.53 nm. The calculations are done for a nanotu
with a length ofA5380R5200 nm and surrounded in
uniform dielectric withk55. The bias voltage is set atV
55 mV and the temperature atT5300 K. Note that the
horizontal position of theI (Vg) curve is a free parameter i
our fit. We make this choice because experimentally
whole I (Vg) curve can be shifted horizontally in a hystere
way when voltages as large as 4V are applied on the g
This hysteresis is also observed in samples with a Si gate
possibly originates from trapped oxide charges within
insulators.

Figures 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c! show that the calculatedI (Vg)
are in good agreement with the measurements. The m
reproduces the gap as well as the asymmetry on thep and the

FIG. 2. Calculated bottom of the conduction band and top of the vale
band from the contact to the middle of CN for gate voltagesVg522.3 ~a!,
20.5 ~b!, 1.2 ~c!, and 2.1~d!. The corresponding current is shown in Fig.
of DW50.65e(0). The arrow in~c! illustrates the effect of a higher sub
band.

FIG. 3. DW dependence of the current forRs /R548 andD050.1. The
experiment shown in Fig. 1~a! can be fitted by the calculation forDW
50.65e(0).
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n doping regions. In the fit of our model we have used fo
parametersRs , DW, f, and D0 . Rs and DW are the most
important parameters. The gap depends principally onRs and
the asymmetry onDW. The variation of the parametersf and
D0 is used for the fine-tuning. The parameterf has an influ-
ence on the overall slope of the curves, andD0 on the slope
far from the gap. The values of the fitting parameters
given in the inset of Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the band bending as a function of
position from the electrode to the middle of the CN for d
ferent gate voltages. The bands have been calculated with
parameters used for the fit in Fig. 1~a!. The different band
diagrams show thatVg successively shifts the Fermi energ
from the valence band to the gap, and then to the conduc
band. It is thus possible to electrostatically change the d
ing of the nanotube over the full range fromp to n doping.

The Schottky barrier height is not expected to be pinn
at the middle of the gap, as is usually the case in 3d, and is
that expected for an unpinned junction. The reason is tha
has been shown theoretically, the effect of the metal-indu
gap states28 is limited, because they are on the ring at t
contact, instead of a plane for a conventional bulk junction13

Here, the barrier height is equal toe(0)2DW for p-doped
CN’s @Fig. 2~a!#, ande(0)1DW for n-doped@Figs. 2~c! and
2~d!#. The barrier is lower and thinner in Fig. 2~a! than in
2~c! and 2~d!, because the Fermi level of the electrode
close to the top of valence band. This gives the asymmetr
the I (Vg) curves between the two regions.

Figure 2 shows also that the band bending varies v
smoothly in space. The strongest band bending variation
curs at a length scale of the order of the separation betw
the CN and the gate, in agreement with the calculatio
where the gate is modeled by a coaxial metal.10,11 Super-
posed on this variation, weak kinks can be observed. Th
kinks are situated at the integer multiple ofe(0); anexample
is indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2~c!. After the next sub-band
is occupied, the screening becomes stronger. The kinks
due to the divergence of the density of state at the sub-b
edges.

Figure 3 shows the variation ofI (Vg) for different DW
values. The parametersRs , f, andD0 are taken equal to wha
was obtained in Fig. 1~a!. The arrows~a!,~b!,~c!, and ~d!
indicate the gate voltages for which the band diagram w
represented in Fig. 2. The current is surprisingly larger

e

FIG. 4. Calculated current for several gate distanceRs , and DW
50.65e(0), D050.1. The dashed line on the left shows the therm
activation slope of2e/kBT.
7-3
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situation~b! than for~c! and~d!. Although~b! corresponds to
the case that the Fermi level lies in the gap, a nonzero cur
passes through the tube due to the broadening of the F
distribution function at 300 K. In~c!, the Fermi level lies in
the conduction band, but the large barrier hardly allows
electrons to tunnel. The current therefore is lower th
10212 A, the lower limit in the measurements.

The calculated current is also shown for otherDW. The
on-off ratio increases withDW, because the Schottky barrie
is thin and low for largeDW. This indicates that the Ferm
energy should be located as close as possible to the val
band edge in order to get larger on-off ratios. The maxim
current and the asymmetry also increase withDW. If DW is
negative, the calculated current is the same after the m
inversion of gate voltage aroundVg520.68 V.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of theI (Vg) curve on the
gate distanceRs . These calculations show the importance
the gate-CN separation for the on-off ratio. For thinner in
lator thickness, a larger on-off ratio is obtained. Indeed
thin insulator thickness gives a thin barrier width and thu
larger current. For the same reason the gap increases
Rs . The current corresponding to the conduction band is
of range in Fig. 4 forRs5200R. A very large gate voltage
Vg513.4 V is needed to obtain a current of 10212 A. In
previous experiments, the separation between the CN and
gate was large. It indeed did not allow to observe a curr
corresponding in then-doping region.16,17

Further calculations~not presented here! show that the
slopes aroundVg520.5 V depend on temperature, b
poorly on parameters likeRs , DW, or D0 ~for small enough
Rs , sayRs<100R!. The temperature dependence in thisVg
region originates from the broadening of the Fermi distrib
tion function at room temperature. The current can be
proximated in a thermally activated formI}exp@2eVg /kBT#
n
.
r

c

o
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with Boltzmann constantkB , as shown in the figure by a
dashed line. For smallRs values, the band bending is mainl
located near the interface. This changes for largeRs . Then,
the band bending variation becomes comparable to the n
tube length and the exponential dependence changes.

The separationRs between the CN and the gate as fou
in the fit appears to be larger than 48R. This value is in
relatively poor agreement with the experimental value tha
of order 10R. This discrepancy probably originates in th
description of the bias electrodes. In the experiment,
electrodes may better screen the electric fields from the g
to the CN than in the model. The assumption that the el
trons tunnel in the end of the CN may also be too strong. T
electrons are in fact likely to tunnel into the CN at a poi
that is not right at the electrode edge, but close to it.

In conclusion, we have studied the tunnel conductan
through the Schottky barrier at the metal-CN interface with
planar gate model. Good agreement with the experimen
obtained for several samples. The asymmetry between
p-doped and then-doped region has been shown to depe
mainly on the difference between the electrode Fermi le
and the band gap of carbon nanotubes. We have shown
the band bending variation in the nanotube length is long.
have also shown that the choice of source and drain e
trodes is important in order to obtain a large on-off ratio. W
have explained the bend of the current versus gate voltag
the transition from a thermal-activation region to a tunneli
region.
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